
Redpill Linpro's monthly newsletter will bring
you updates on news, events, blogs and more.

LATEST NEWS:  

Scania TeamRoom - a global co-operation arena  

In order to create new business
opportunities and profitable co-
operations handling digital assets is
becoming more and more important.

This is something Scania has taken to heart. Through their project
TeamRoom they have created a digital co-operation platform, making it
possible for their personnel to quickly and easily access an arena where
they can meet and work, irrespective of where on earth they are
situated. 

Read more about Scania and TeamRoom (in Swedish) 

Lantmäteriet - API management for public data 
By using APIs Lantmäteriet will be
able to share data in a controlled
way and at the same time reach new channels that are only
communicating with Lantmäteriet digitally. Even if using APIs makes it
easier for Lantmäteriet to communicate open data to its target group,
there are still requirements for it to be done in a secure manner. This is
why Lantmäteriet decided to implement an API Manager for their APIs.  

Read more about APIs and Lantmäteriet

Read the Lantmäteriet case study  

Why failure can be the first step towards success  
All companies have to digitalise or else watch their competition pass by,
but the transformation is tricky and initiatives may turn out the wrong
(costly) way. It is a narrow path to walk, balancing challenge, speed,

innovation, budget and more. So how to handle the
process, make the path a bit wider? To go for it but
at the same time minimise the number of
mistakes? Anders Liling, CEO at Redpill Linpro,
gives his thoughts on the subject in a blog post.  

Read the full blog on digital transformation and why failure might lead to
success (in Swedish) 

Agile IT Operation    
With business needs and demands 
constantly increasing through the digital 
transformation, IT Operations needs to 
change accordingly. The challenges for the 
modern IT Operations department have 
never been as complex as they are today.

Through our year long history with sectors with short time to market, we 
have extensive experience with speeding up IT operations without 
compromising on quality.  

Read more about Agile IT Operations and DevOps (in Norwegian).

Events

Redpill Linpro is attending and
hosting various events,
including:

Integrate to innovate,
Stockholm, April 19th 

Tech Blogs and Social
Media

Read about the latest tech
news and tips & tricks. Check
out our employees' blogs
on: Planet Redpill Linpro  
Our company blogs

Follow us on Twitter:
Redpill Linpro  
Redpill Linpro Training  

Follow us on Facebook

Follow us on LinkedIn

Follow us on Google+

Training
Chose from a wide variety of
courses at:

Redpill Linpro Training
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